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ABSTRACT- 'The actions carried out in the design and implementation of the Android-based charity and donor 

management system are summarised in this research paper (Humanity Wall). This Humanity Wall is a non-

profit organization that allows non-governmental groups and philanthropists to request and provide finances and 

commodities like clothing and hospital equipment.' The solar panels provide power to the batteries, producing a 

total output of 250W, which is utilised to charge the batteries. The batteries we're utilising are lead acid batteries 

with a voltage rating of 24V apiece. The motor has a voltage rating of 24V, which is charged by three 24V 

batteries. The belt we utilised in our project is a teethed timing belt.etc. These objectives are creating login and 

register page, appointment booking, allowing users to cancel appointments and even letting them go through the 

funding and other donation system.  

 

Index Terms- Charity, NGO, NPO, Humanity, Help, Humanity Wall. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As we all know charity giving is the demonstration of giving cash, products or time to the grievous, either 

straightforwardly or by methods for a magnanimous trust or other admirable motivation. Altruistic giving as a 

strict demonstration or obligation is alluded to as almsgiving or contributions'. The name starts from the most 

clear enunciation of the standards of respectable goal; giving the beneficiaries of it the techniques they need to 

persevere. The crushed, particularly those deprived or abandoned, and the weak or hurt, are for the most part 

viewed as the suitable recipients of good objective. The people who can't maintain themselves and need outside 

techniques for help at times become" Humanity Wall", directly mentioning help from untouchables experienced 

straightforwardly.' 

A few gatherings see noble cause as being given towards different individuals from inside their gathering. 

Albeit supporting those almost associated withoneself is now and again called good cause— as in the truism 

"Good cause starts at home"— regularly noble cause signifies providing for those not related, withobedient 

devotion and like terms for supporting one's loved ones. Surely,treating those found with the provider as though 
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they were outsiders needinggood cause has prompted the saying "as cold as noble cause" Providing for one's 

family members as though they were outsiders, without fondness. 

 

Most types of good cause are worried about giving necessities, for example, food, water, attire, medical services 

and asylum, yet different activities might be proceeded as good cause: visiting the detained or the homebound, 

recovering hostages, teaching vagrants, even social developments. Gifts to causes that advantage the 

heartbreaking in a roundabout way, for example, gifts to subsidize malignant growth research, are additionally 

good cause. 

II. IDENTIFY, RESEARCH AND COLLECT IDEA 

The reason/motivation why I started this paper is because of the lack of Charity management 

organizations in India, that is locally meant for Indian, that will reach out to those individuals that really need 

help from donors and NGOs or even those NGOs That need Help from Other Donors that are willing to help our 

dear country and don't have any idea how to go about it or they could even will quite often give it to individuals 

to disseminate and wind up not arriving at those that the financing was even given for. Also, another thing is 

that I for one know givers and have worked with a couple of them and it truly made me start this undertaking 

since I have been getting entire heaps of gifts from Donors Like the Dnyanraj establishment is an India-based 

Charity Organization possessed By Mr. Govind R. Bhorkade and we worked with him on two unique events 

first he carried food and attire materials to the inside uprooted people (IDP) during this visit we went round the 

IDP camp and saw a many individuals going through difficulty so we chose to take their photos and afterward 

he acquainted with his partner back in the India and they truly assisted with entire bunches of things and 

subsidizing. During that walk, we met some disabled person people being pushed in Carts, so we took pictures 

of them and sent it to his colleagues. So, after some months Rev. Felix came back with wheelchairs, clothing, 

shoes, hospital equipment etc.So, these are the reasons I chose this my project because i t’s the first of its kind 

and an I am targeting to expand and bringing more donors and NGOs together. This whole motivation is all 

about how I got to link donors and Individuals not NGOs and this is also what the charity management system 

will actually do. 

III. WRITE DOWN YOUR STUDIES AND FINDINGS 

There is no gainsaying that the charity management system is one of the key service industries in the 

world. In the early stage of industry development, Donors and NGOs were relatively small in scale, mostly 

small office either found in a mosques or church or occupying small space in anorganization. With the growing 

concern about one ‘s personal believe, the charity organization has grown significantly in recent years. Large 

charity funding chains mushroomed alongside the emergence of a wide variety of charity organizations and 

technology in the world. Innovation, in a general group environment, is described as any real article in our 

ongoing situation. For the inspirations driving this endeavor, the accentuation is on a web method for managing 

withgood cause the leader's structure. The Mobile Application Development uses the Internet as a vehicle to 

convey information, including text, representations, accounts and sound to anyone with the contrasting getting 

advancement, which today suggests a touch of mechanical assembly, or hardware and programming called an 

internet browser. The Internet permits clients to surf, or investigate, the Mobile application for data 

anddiversion and has encouraged the improvement of another plan of action, online business. Internet business 

is the way toward executing business through contact made on the Mobile. Inside a short 14 -year length, the 

business worldincluding the foundation association, has seen extensive change because of web innovation; a 
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completely new arrangement for the scattering of data and for the offer of product has developed to unexpected 

extents. 

 

Mobile-moved toward business exchanges can be through selling or potentially publicizing products and 

additionally benefits, learning new aptitude, helping associations among benefactors and NGOs as well as 

Donors to Donors. This fast innovative move to the web approach is grasped by a few, disappointsothers yet 

influence everybody, intentionally or subliminally. This examination was intended to investigate the web way to 

deal with good cause the boardframework. 

 

IV. GET PEER REVIEWED 

Like the proverbial saying goes, Givers never Lack. Everyone wants to succeed in life, most individuals 

who wish to know more about the charity givingservices or industry and benefits have to visit one of the 

charities organizations nearest to them or call on personal cell phone to book an appointment.In the recent 

times, the charity organization has been growing at a great pace with its peculiar challenges just like any other 

industry. The main problemsfaced by charity organizations as identified are as follows: 

 

i. donors manually add theredonations, and the owners of these firms write down same appointments 

in diary and forget most of them due to the high number of donors. 

ii. Overwhelming calls from donors who only wish to know more about the services and not 

necessarily book an appointment. 

iii. Although, most of these charity organizations have attracted a goodnumber of donors and NGOs, 

they are yet to achieve the desired number of individuals/donors as originally planned. 

 

Therefore, the aim of this project is to mainly resolve these problems bydesigning a web- based system to the 

charity management systems in the charity organizations that includes the following features by just one click 

on a link: 

 

i. A brief introduction to the charity organization and a small profile about the organization owners 

and volunteers. 

ii. A page that includes all the services offered by the organization. 

iii. Contact details. 

iv. Brief introduction to the charity funding 

v. Mobile app that will enable donor to view all these services at their comfort zones and place order 

and book appointments. 

vi. The donors should be able to carry out due diligence of the organizations via the web 

V. IMPROVEMENT AS PER REVIEWER COMMENTS 

This paper will be able to supply solutions to charity management firm’s main issues by first enabling 

individuals to donate online instead of calling, which is seen to be beneficial for both Donors and NGOs. Also, 

donors can also readabout the NGOs history and the variety of services offered and the Helps they gave out all 

on the web. Secondly, the paper will be an easier way topublicizes the Firm by simply being published on the 

web. By the end of this paper, The Charity Organization that will adopt this web approach willhopefully be able 
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to keep track of appointment records, cutting down the number of phone calls received and finally help achieve 

the desired number of donors. 

 

Again, the aim of this project is to encourage the Charity Management system to rely mainly on technology to 

publicize their firm and communicate withdonor/individuals. Finally, the implementation of this project will 

benefitacademia, the Nigeria society and the world as a whole. This research adds more knowledge to the 

academia by providing unavailable materials to achieve andaspire in Nigeria. Also, a concise report on the 

implementation of each phase of this project will be developed and further development will be available. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The scope of this project is limited to designing and implementation of a web- based charity management 

system to help individuals that are in need of donors for the clients. This is a web application that will be of 

optimal help forindividuals to make the organization grow faster. The major functionalities were implemented, 

and software works perfectly. 

All through the year' s establishments, schools, and causes any place have create dinnovative ways to deal 

with gather pledges. By and large, selling thing, or mentioning cash door to door or through phone, have 

overpowered the techniques used forgathering holds. Today, affiliations any place are considering innovative 

and enlivened methodologies that gather pledges as well as advance alternate lifestyle changes as well. Instead 

of essentially doling out dollars for an explanation, people where verare jumping up and getting irrefutably 

more drawn in with the cycle. Alongside this more powerful responsibility in fund-raising, new media has made 

I t easier than at some other time for relationship to communicate their social affair pledge scrusades. 

Media, particularly web- based media, has a tremendous impact in getting givers and members to come 

together for the reason, and spread the word to a biggercrowd than was accessible before. 
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